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Abstract: Culture independent approaches for accessing small
molecules produced by uncultured bacteria are often hampered by
the inability to easily clone environmental DNA (eDNA) fragments
large enough to capture intact biosynthetic gene clusters that can
be used in heterologous expression studies. Here we show that
homology screening of eDNA megalibraries for clones containing
natural product biosynthetic genes, coupled with transformationassisted recombination (TAR) in yeast, can be used to access large,
functionally intact, natural product gene clusters from the environment. The eDNA derived gene cluster reported here was functionally
reconstructed from two overlapping cosmid clones using TAR. The
isolation and structure elucidation of three new fluostatins (F, G, and
H) produced by this TAR reconstructed gene cluster is described.

Environmental samples are known to contain thousands of bacterial
species that are refractory to culturing.1 Culture independent approaches
for accessing small molecules produced by these bacteria rely on the
cloning and heterologous expression of natural product gene clusters
from environmental samples. This approach is often hampered by the
inability to easily clone environmental DNA (eDNA) fragments large
enough to capture intact biosynthetic gene clusters that can be used in
heterologous expression studies. Here we show that homology screening of eDNA megalibraries for clones containing natural product
biosynthetic genes, coupled with transformation-assisted recombination
(TAR) in yeast,2 can be used to access large, functionally intact, natural
product gene clusters from uncultured soil bacteria (Figure 1). The
eDNA derived gene cluster reported here was functionally reconstructed from two overlapping cosmid clones using TAR. Isolation
and structure elucidation of metabolites obtained through heterologous
expression of this gene cluster identified three new fluostatins that had
not been characterized from studies of cultured species.
DNA extracted directly from soil collected in the Anzo Borrego
(AB) desert of southern California was used to construct a multimillion
membered eDNA cosmid library. This eDNA megalibrary was
screened for clones containing Type II PKS biosynthetic machinery,3
and each minimal PKS containing clone recovered from the library
was then shuttled into Streptomyces for heterologous expression studies.
Extracts from cultures of Streptomyces albus transformed with clone
AB649 were found to contain the tetracyclic polyketides rabelomycin
(1) and dehydrorabelomycin (6-hydroxytetrangulol) (2) (Figure 2).4
Full sequencing of the eDNA insert found in AB649 suggested that
the biosynthetic system responsible for the production of these
metabolites might extend beyond the sequence captured on this
individual clone. Previous studies have shown that libraries containing
over 10 000 000 cosmids, like the Anzo Borrego library used in this
study, provide sufficient coverage of soil metagenomes to permit the
recovery of large natural product gene clusters on overlapping eDNA
clones.5 Clones containing DNA fragments that overlap each end of
AB649 were recovered from the AB megalibrary and sequenced.
AB1850, a clone overlapping one end of AB649 (Figure 1a),
appeared to contain additional biosynthetic machinery that we thought
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Figure 1. (a) Outline of the procedure used to recover and reconstruct the
eDNA derived fluostatin gene cluster (red: minimal PKS, green: candidate ring
cleavage oxygenases). (b) Overview of a general approach for functionally
accessing large natural product gene clusters present in soil. (c) HPLC traces
of organic extracts derived from individual clones as well as the TAR
reassembled fluostatin gene cluster.

Figure 2. Clone specific metabolites produced by S. albus transformed with

cosmid AB649.

might augment the metabolites produced by AB649 alone. Although
together AB649 and AB1850 likely constitute a complete Type II PKS
biosynthetic system, the fact that the biosynthetic machinery lies on
two separate clones makes functionally accessing the small molecule(s)
encoded by this system difficult. We recently showed that transformation-assisted recombination in Saccharomyces cereVisiae could be used
to reconstruct large continuous stretches of DNA captured on overlapping cosmid clones.5 To reassemble these two clones into a single
DNA fragment that could be used in heterologous expression studies,
both clones and an AB649/AB1850 specific yeast capture vector were
cotransformed into S. cereVisiae and allowed to recombine. AB649/
1850 (GenBank number HM193369), the >70 kb bacterial artificial
chromosome (BAC) constructed in this experiment, was completely
sequenced and found to be a faithful reconstruction of the overlapping
eDNA sequences captured on AB649 and AB1850 (Figure 1). This
newly assembled large insert clone was conjugated into S. albus and
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Figure 3. Fluostatins isolated from cultures of S. albus transformed with the
TAR assembled BAC AB649/1850.

Figure 4. The fluostatins, like the kinamycins, appear to arise from the excision
of C6 from a rabelomycin-like precursor. Ratios of 13C integrations calculated
from 13C NMR spectra of fluostatin G isolated from 1-13C acetate fed and
unlabeled cultures are shown. Expected positions of 13C enrichment are shown
as black circles. Observed sites of 13C enrichment are shown as green circles.

found to confer the production of at least four additional clone specific
metabolites (3-6) not seen in cultures transformed with AB649 alone.6
Compounds 3-6 have closely related 13C and 1H NMR spectra.7
Common 13C chemical shifts indicate that each metabolite contains a
conserved substructure with 2 carbonyls, 12 aromatic carbons, 3 oxygen
substituted carbons, and 1 methyl. Common 1H NMR signals indicate
that this conserved substructure has four aromatic protons, two
deshielded oxygen substituted methine protons, and a methyl singlet.
In the case of 3, these atoms account for all but three hydrogens that
are predicted by HRMS to be present in the final structure. Based on
these data as well as observed COSY and HMBC correlations, 3 was
determined to be the tetracyclic polyketide fluostatin C.8
HRMS data indicate that compound 4 differs from 3 by 14 mass
units and that compounds 5 and 6 each differ from 3 by 98 mass units.7
These differences correspond to an additional CH2 in 4 and an
additional C6H10O in 5 and 6. It is apparent from both the 13C and 1H
NMR spectra that the extra 14 mass units seen in 4 correspond to a
methoxy substituent (C13 57.8 ppm, H13 3.49 ppm). An HMBC
correlation from the deshielded methyl to the C1 methine carbon
allowed us to position the methoxy as shown in Figure 3. 1H-1H
COSY spectra for compounds 5 and 6 show an additional 5-carbon
spin system. HMBC correlations from H14, H15, and H18 to the new
carbonyl carbon (C13) confirmed the placement of this carbonyl
directly adjacent to the 5-carbon spin system. Additional HMBC
correlations to the C13 carbonyl from the H1 methine proton indicate
that the branched 6-carbon substructure is linked through an ester bond
to C1. Compounds 5 and 6 have identical molecular formulas and
show the same set of 2D NMR correlations. Minor differences seen
in the chemical shifts for atoms surrounding C14 indicate that
compounds 5 and 6 are stereoisomers at C14. Compounds 4, 5, and 6
are novel natural products that have been named fluostatins F, G, and
H, respectively. Fluostatins F, G, an H show moderate antibacterial
activity (MIC against Bacillus subtilis 37.5, 37.5, 21.2 µg/mL,
respectively). As reported previously, fluostatin C shows no activity
at the highest concentrations tested.8
To decipher the origin of the fluostatin skeleton, [1-13C] labeled
acetate was fed to cultures transformed with AB649/1850.9 The 13C
enrichment pattern seen in fluostatin G isolated from these cultures
indicates that, like the kinamycins, the fluostatins appear to arise from
the excision of C-6 from a rabelomycin-like precursor (Figure 4). In
the case of the fluostatins, however, the oxidative excision of C-6 must

be accompanied by a rearrangement of the C11a-C6a bond to form
the new five-membered ring.
Many families of natural products arise from the oxidation of
rabelomycin-like precursors.10 Fluostatin biosynthetic systems appear
to couple the C6 oxidation of a rabelomycin-like precursor with a
unique rearrangement to generate their distinct carbon skeleton. In
addition to the gene cluster described here, we have identified two
other eDNA cosmid clones with minimal PKS genes that are closely
related to this fluostatin biosynthetic system. The discovery of
additional members of this rare family of compounds suggests that
culture independent approaches are likely to be a productive method
of sampling gene clusters that have not yet been comprehensively
explored using culture dependent natural product discovery strategies.
This work suggests that TAR will be a generically useful tool for
reconstructing large functionally intact biosynthetic gene clusters from
the environment, significantly increasing the value of cosmid eDNA
megalibraries to future natural product discovery efforts.
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